Reasons Why Advocacy of Women’s Right Needs To Be
Limited
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No one can deny the unmistakable progress society has made in the past couple centuries.
Over the years, men have bestowed women with the honor to vote. Word on the street is, they
are now eligible to manage their own businesses and even own property. Mind you, this is all
without their husband’s permission. What is even more outrageous is that they are even
allowed abortions. That is, if they are able to shove past the hoards of unhinged protest. Funny
how, even with all this privilege, women still manage to bitch about everything. The power men
have granted them has spawned into something more despicable than the oppression of
women itself, feminism. Feminism, in the eyes of many, is for bitter, angry, lonely women who
cannot find men of their own. In their bitter rage, they then decide to become men. With their
armpits reeking of BO and their leg hair long enough to braid, the modern feminist is a sorry
sight. They spend their days on Tumblr, targeting men with retorts that will make any man regret
that he was born.
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Miso Genistic is just one of the millions targeted by feminism, “So I was just at work. We were
all meeting up with the CEO, Mrs. Hahtesall Mehn. I wanted to make a good impression so,
naturally, I complimented her sweet bod. Now, I’m on probation for sexual harassment!”.
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Mr. Genistic is a living, breathing testimony on why it is literally impossible to interact with
women in this feminist era. How can someone expect to wear a dress that bares shoulders
(shoulders!!) and not expect a compliment like that. It is clear that women are waging a war on
men so much so that they have become mere servants to be crushed under their pointy stiletto
heels. Men are expected to kiss their feet and follow their orders like a dog while the women
basks in their praise, demanding more.
Nehk Beerd is one of those victims, “Women are just so naggy. Every day, my mom wakes me
up at ten in the morning and tells me to go get a job. Everyday it’s ‘flush the toilet’, ‘put down
that crack pipe’, or ‘take your insulin’. Does she not understand that I’m a man? I don’t need
any help”.
Sadly, there are too many men out there who would sympathize with Beerd’s story. However,
some women manipulate men to the point where they become women themselves. They hijack
their brains and convince them to do their bidding. This is where feminism becomes most
dangerous. This is the story of Average Man.
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“I have a girlfriend. We’ve been living together for ten years and I love her more than anything
else in the world. We communicate with each other every day. She doesn’t need to proclaim
her love to me, for her actions say more than words ever could. I like to cook for her, pasta is
her favorite dish. She’s works a lot so I clean up the house. We go on dates every week but I
let her have some space and do things on her own. My life is amazing and I would not have it
any way”.
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When will women stop hijacking our live and ruining society? This is the result of feminism. It
must be stopped.
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